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NW’s Feb 10th Meeting
Storytelling 

With Teri Bayus
! Teri Bayus is a screenwriter, teacher, business 
owner, food and film columnist, Keynote Speaker and 
humorist. But more importantly, the Director of the 
Central Coast Writer’s Conference for 2015!
! She will be reporting all the new and fun 
activities for this years Writer’s Conference, talking a bit 
about our upcoming contest, and doing a bit of 
storytelling to motivate your story telling.
! Teri writes, teaches writing and marketing classes 
and runs non-profits.
! Selling her first screenplay in 2000, she currently 
has two movies optioned and has worked as a script 
doctor on many motion pictures.
! She has for the last 10 years written a weekly 
food and film column for The Coast News, SLO City 
News, Bay News (Tolosa Press) and is now turned that 
column into the TV show, “Tastebuds”. She is currently 
promoting her Food Erotica novel titled “Consumed.” 
You can find more on Teri at www.teribayus.com.

Come early for our 
Round Tables at 
5:15 p.m., then 
enjoy the general 
meeting at 6:30 
p.m. See you all 
there on Tuesday 
the 10th!

http://teribayus.com/
http://teribayus.com/
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Dennis Eamon Young

President’s Message: 
Expectations and Discoveries

The dream came long ago, somewhere in the mists of years gone by. 
I’d read of wondrous places, even seen photographs of them. When I 
became a photographer, I yearned to travel, see these places, take 
pictures of them in order to make them my own. Now I found myself 
here, climbing from eight thousand feet to nine thousand on Machu 
Picchu’s path to The Gate of the Sun. My vision of the photo I would 
take away had been ingrained deep within me for years.

! The early fog appeared anchored to the mountains, stretching between them, 
obscuring the view of the famous ruins below. It prevented me from that special picture I 
needed to take back with me. I clung to the hand hewn rock outcropping, camera in hand, 
waiting for the fog to clear for at least a moment.
! Our guide, Dante came to me time and time again, patient, but reminding me that 
we would soon need to start back down. At last, he had the others start the trek down and 
generously offered to stay longer with me. Admitting the defeat of my expectation, I 
knew I had run out of time. I climbed down from the stone edge, unwilling to make 
another pay the price for my desire.
! We had descended less than ten yards when the sun pierced the curtain of fog, 
clearing a window with the perfect view of the ancient ruins lying in the saddle between 
two peaks. There before me lay the object of my longing. I managed to record three 
perfectly framed shots before the jealous fog crept back to its haunt. Dante and I spoke all 
the way back about the Inca culture, alive and thriving despite hundreds of years of cruel 
occupation.
! The dream had been completed, my expectations met and while I felt exhilarated 
in that regard, a growing sense of new horizons opening swept over me. I had begun with 
a narrow vision as to what I expected, yet I approached the completion of the journey 
with a wealth of discoveries far beyond that which I had originally imagined.
! I find the same holds true in my writing. I need to have expectations as to how 
each character will perform and how the story will move forward. I must also allow space 
for all elements to stretch and move in directions I had not envisioned previously. New 
discoveries and insights appear, allowing the story to expand and the characters to be 
more well-rounded than before. It is necessary to remain flexible, so you can take 
advantage of these gifts rather than constraining yourself to only those expectations you 
had started with.
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! Along with these new discoveries may lay a new area of exploration for yet another 
story. Don’t be hesitant to follow these other threads, as long as they do not sidetrack your 
original premise from completing the original story arc. There are usually many different 
avenues you could follow and still arrive at the intended ending, yet have a more 
interesting time along the way. Have fun, be creative and explore.
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Excelsior,
! Dennis

! ! ! ! !

Fellow Writers!
! Is a writing partner sick? Need encouragement?
! Getting married or having a baby?
! Suffering from the loss of a loved one?
Email me at jandkvolkov@att.net and I’ll send them a 
card from their SLO NightWriters family.
        Kalila

Have YOU NW-Blogged Today?
! Be sure to check out our Blog for information, insights, encouragement, connections, 
etc.  You’ll find writing prompts, ideas, encouragements and lots more. Feel free to leave a 
comment on any of our posts. And join us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, too!

Join us on our Blog: www.slonightwriters.com
You can also access the blog from our website: www.slonightwriters.org. And make sure your 
bio and book listing is up-to-date on our website. As we continue to grow and gain an 
international reputation, your social media presence grows right along with us. 

mailto:jandkvolkov@att.net
mailto:jandkvolkov@att.net
http://www.slonightwriters.com
http://www.slonightwriters.com
http://www.slonightwriters.org
http://www.slonightwriters.org
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NightWriters “Round Tables”
Our Round Tables are back on track starting with our January 2015 meeting. Terry 

Sanville and Mark Arnold will again staff our Critique Table for anyone who would like 
to bring their work for feedback. Please keep your submission to two pages, typed, 12-
point font, double spaced. This is a great—and safe—way to see what the critiquing 
process is all about, get valuable feedback from two fantastic writers, and practice reading 
your work to a small audience. Round Tables start at 5:15 pm.

Susan Tuttle will present a Voice and Style Round Table, showing you how to 
cultivate and strengthen your own unique writing voice and style. How you write your 
stories is what will keep readers coming back. Come learn how to make your voice 
irresistible. There will also be information and signup sheets for the Writing Clinic on 
March 7th, which will present an in-depth look at the 8 variations of scene structure and 
how/when to use each. Look for that at the general meeting

See you at the Round Tables on Tuesday at 5:15 pm!

NW Member Authors, Come 
Sell Your Books!

	
 Starting this month you will be able to sell your books at our general monthly 
meetings. We will have a table set up for you to display, discuss and sell your books.
! Please note—SLO NightWriters holds no liability in this process. All authors 
participating are responsible for their own money exchanges and for the security of their own 
funds and books. Your dues with the SLO NightWriters must be current in order to 
participate.
! We hope that you will welcome this opportunity and we encourage you to take part! 
Our next general meeting is on January 13th, 2015, at United Church of Christ
(Congregational) of San Luis Obispo. We will kick off with our round-tables at 5:15 pm and 
continue with our guest speaker Teri Bayus at 6:30 pm. For more information about our 
meeting, please visit our website.
! We look forward to seeing you there!
! Sincerely,
	 Andrea Chmelik
! SLONW Vice President
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KUDOS... KUDOS... KUDOS...
JoAnne Lucas’ story “Killer Tan” appeared in the January 14 issue of the Texas gardening 
newsletter, Seeds. JoAnne cut down a story originally written in the late 90's that, after 
winning several awards, was published in Mystery Intent Magazine and the anthology 
Valley Fever, Where Murder Is Contagious. Now it has a new life in shorter form.

Children’s book author and artist Beryl Reichenberg will be demonstrating a Valentine art 
project and signing books at the Gallery at the Network in conjunction with Art After Dark 
on February 6 from 6PM to 9PM. The event is free and all ages are welcome. Drop by the 
gallery at 778 Higuera, B in San Luis and join the fun.
 
On February 9 from 3 PM to 5 PM, Beryl will be at the Paso Robles Public Library in 
conjunction with Take Your Child to the Library Day. She will be teaching a paper craft 
and book making class for children over the age of seven. The Paso library is at the corner 
of 11th and Spring Street. The class is free and parking is in the lot behind the library. For 
more information contact children’s librarian Heather Stephenson.
 
On February 21, Beryl will be at the Granada Bookstore in Santa Barbara at 1224 State 
Street from 2 to 3 PM, reading one of her children’s picture book stories and teaching a 
paper craft and book making class featuring her two books about butterflies, When 
Caterpillars Dream and Butterfly Girls.

Terry Sanville placed his noir/crime short story “Windswept Plains” in less than 5 days. It 
will appear in the April 2015 issue of 94 Creations, a print journal out of Louisville, 
Kentucky. Check them out at http://94creations.com/. 

Terry Sanville’s short story “Delicious Food and Other Mortal Sins” will appear in the 
April 2015 edition of “Graze,” a semi-annual literary print magazine published in Chicago. 
Graze “focuses on what’s on the table as much as the folks sitting around it.” Check them 
out at http://www.grazemagazine.org/ 

Laurie Woodward was interviewed by tom Wilmer for NPR about her anti-bullying 
program and her children’s Artania novels. The interview aired on January 21. The 
podcast of the program is available online: http://directory.libsyn.com/episode/index/
id/3279804 

http://94creations.com
http://94creations.com
http://www.grazemagazine.org
http://www.grazemagazine.org
http://directory.libsyn.com/episode/index/id/3279804
http://directory.libsyn.com/episode/index/id/3279804
http://directory.libsyn.com/episode/index/id/3279804
http://directory.libsyn.com/episode/index/id/3279804
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Tolosa Press Call For Submissions

Dear NightWriters,

! Many of you are familiar with Tolosa Press – a local 
publisher of three community newspapers in San Luis Obispo County. 
The SLO NightWriters has been collaborating with Tolosa since 2009. 
Our members' stories have been regularly featured, and a selection of 
them was compiled into our first anthology last year. The Best of SLO 
NightWriters in Tolosa Press 2009-2013, edited by Judythe Guarnera, is 
now available on Amazon.com.

! As of 2015, Tolosa papers will be published twice a 
month, and each issue will feature a NightWriters story. Please, 
consider this a call for submission!

! We are looking for fiction short stories that will grab the reader's attention in 
such a way they will not be able to stop reading, and will be impatiently flipping through 
the pages of the next issue looking for another masterpiece. Creative non-fiction and 
memoir is also accepted. At the moment we are not interested in essays, opinion pieces, or 
excerpts from books, children's stories and poetry. The best advice I can give you to answer 
the question: “What kind of stories are you looking for?” is this – think about a short story 
you have read recently that amazed you and made you jealous you didn't write it. Then go 
ahead and write it.

! The word limit is strict and is capped at 600 words. Any submissions that 
exceed the limit will be returned to the author. 

! For complete submission guidelines, visit our website. You can also learn more 
about Tolosa Press there, or visit their website at www.TolosaPress.com.

! If you have any questions, don't hesitate to contact me.

Yours,

Andrea Chmelik
chmelik.andrea@gmail.com
SLO NW Social Media Coordinator

Andrea Chmelik

http://www.amazon.com/Best-NightWriters-Tolosa-Press-2009-2013/dp/1499717547/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1421473142&sr=8-1-spell&keywords=slonightwriters
http://www.amazon.com/Best-NightWriters-Tolosa-Press-2009-2013/dp/1499717547/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1421473142&sr=8-1-spell&keywords=slonightwriters
http://slonightwriters.org/page-1141054
http://slonightwriters.org/page-1141054
http://www.TolosaPress.com/
http://www.TolosaPress.com/
mailto:chmelik.andrea@gmail.com
mailto:chmelik.andrea@gmail.com
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Membership Minute

Share the Love With A Writer

February is the month for love. We celebrate Valentine’s Day on 
February 14th.  Sometimes chocolate is appropriate, sometimes a 
romantic card or dinner at a fancy restaurant. These are traditional 
gestures for demonstrating your love. But, if you have a loved one or 
friend who is an aspiring or accomplished writer, you might want to share the love by 
giving them a SLO NightWriters membership!

Not only is a membership a gift that honors your friend or loved one’s passion (or 
love) for writing.  It is a gift that keeps on giving all year long! Every month they will get a 
jam-packed newsletter in their email box.  Every month they will have the opportunity to 
attend an interesting program where they will learn from others about writing, and 
publishing and everything in between.  

Here are some of the other things people might LOVE about their SLO NightWriters 
membership:

• The people they meet at the meetings, the classes, the critique groups;
• The practical advice that is available from other local writers;
• Gentle and helpful critiques from writers at round tables, general meetings 

and in critique groups and classes;
• All sorts of crazy and fun and useful stuff on our social media accounts: 

Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, the SLO NightWriters Blog;
• A website where you can maintain your own biography and find out about a 

variety of writing events and contests and lots more;
• Being supported in your writing by a larger community.

What’s not to love?  Happy Valentine’s Day!

Hanje

Hanje Richards
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Cuesta Book of the Year
! The Cuesta Book of the Year for 2015 is The Yellow Birds by Kevin Powers, 
who will appear on March 26 at Cuesta College Performing Arts Center from 
5:00-7:00 p.m. for an author conversation event and book signing. This debut 
novel is the harrowing story of two young American soldiers trying to stay alive 
in Iraq. He has also recently published a book of poetry. 
! Tickets will be available beginning Feb 1, 2015, 10 a.m. on the Cuesta 
Cultural and Performing Arts Center website:  http://cpactickets.cuesta.edu ; 
Performing Arts Events Ticket Line (805) 546-3198 for only $5; Vets and students 
admitted free, please contact Carolyn Lorimer, 805-546-3190 for student/veteran 
tickets.
 

Free writer’s workshop for Vets
 
! A free writer’s workshop for veterans will be led by Cuesta English 
Instructor Tom Patchell, who advises the Cuesta Veterans Club on campus
and has participated in and led veteran writing workshops for a decade. The 
workshop includes a guided walk through the garden. Lunch provided. Priority 
will be given to veterans, their spouses or adult family members. Come spend 
the day in a tranquil environment and focus on creative writing. 
! To register, contact Carolyn at (805) 546-3190.
! Date/Time: Saturday, March 21, 10 am—3 pm
! Place: San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden, Oak Glen Pavilion 
! Address: 3450 Dairy Creek Rd., SLO, CA (across from Cuesta SLO)
 
! More information about Cuesta Book of the Year including a full calendar 
of the many great free events is available here: http://library.cuesta.edu/book

“Each moment is a place you’ve never been.”
~(12) Mark Strand (1934-2014), American poet and writer, former US Poet Laureate

http://cpactickets.cuesta.edu/
http://cpactickets.cuesta.edu/
http://library.cuesta.edu/book
http://library.cuesta.edu/book
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“Critique Group Connections”
NW Members—Please, email critique requests to: Janice Konstantinidis (jkon50@gmail.com)  We’ll 
print your specific request in this Critique Group Connections section of the newsletter for all NW 
members to view, increasing opportunities for NW critiquing.  Use this information to find a match for 
your needs, make contacts, or to start a new group or critique partnership. Contact Janice for 
assistance if needed and she’ll get you to the right people. And, if you form a group, please let Janice 
know so she can list it on the website. She can also forward your group’s information to the 
newsletter. Critique Group Guidelines are available on the website at www.slonightwriters.org.
! ***SLO NW cannot guarantee critique group formation or availability but do we strive to 
facilitate connections between writers so they can initiate and develop their own writing affiliations. 
While we cannot be, and are not, responsible for any outcomes from these associations, we hope they 
lead to great creative magic and magnificent literary works!

Critique Group Requests
Holly Thibodeaux works in fiction, non-fiction, screenwriting, memoir and experimental fiction. She 
is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange with writers in a more structured environment with 
accountability to boost productivity. Intermediate level preferred; no location restrictions. She would 
also like to find others interested in exploring the philosophy of writing and the psychology of 
storytelling. Contact her at:

Katie is seeking a critique group for YA and FICTION. She is interested in either a critique group, or 1:1 
electronic peer exchange. She has some writing experience and prefers SLO City location. Contact Katie 
at: dreamsofcitylights@gmail.com.

Tony Taylor is seeking a critique group for FICTION, YA, CHILDREN’S MIDDLE GRADE or VARIED 
GENRES, preferred skill level is advanced/experienced writers. Preferred location is SLO City area.
Contact Tony at 805-704-3528 or by email: tony@anthonyjtaylor.com

Rolynn Anderson wishes to organize a NEW PLOTTING GROUP for LITERARY FICTION with 
elements of suspense and mystery.  Preferred skill level is advanced.  Preferred location is Arroyo 
Grande/Los Osos/SLO area.  
Contact Rolynn at 805-473-5847 or by email rolynna@earthlink.net 

Griselda Rivera is seeking multiple critique groups: MEMOIRS, TEEN & CHILDREN’S, 
ACADEMIC/EDUCATION/LINGUISTICS.  
Contact Griselda at grissilvarivera58@yahoo.com

Colin McKay is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange for COMMERCIAL FICTION – CRIME, 
YA, or SCREENWRITING. Preferred skill level is advanced. No location restrictions for meetings but 
would prefer Los Osos, Morro Bay, Cambria.  Contact Colin by email: mckay01@gmail.com

Continued Next Page

mailto:jkon50@gmail.com
mailto:jkon50@gmail.com
http://www.slonightwriters.org
http://www.slonightwriters.org
mailto:dreamsofcitylights@gmail.com
mailto:dreamsofcitylights@gmail.com
mailto:tony@anthonyjtaylor.com
mailto:tony@anthonyjtaylor.com
mailto:rolynna@earthlink.net
mailto:rolynna@earthlink.net
mailto:grissilvarivera58@yahoo.com
mailto:grissilvarivera58@yahoo.com
mailto:mckay01@gmail.com
mailto:mckay01@gmail.com
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Critique Group Connections, Continued
David Flamm is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange or 1:1 writing mentor/partner or 
editing fee for service, for COMMERCIAL FICTION.  Preferred Skill Level is Intermediate to 
Advanced.  Preferred locations for meetings are SLO City, South County/Santa Maria, Orcutt.
Contact David at 805-868-3779 or by email: david.flamm@yahoo.com    

Christina Grimm is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange for VARIED NO GENRE 
RESTRICTIONS.  No skill restrictions.  Preferred location for meetings is SLO City, Los Osos, Morro 
Bay, Cambria, but can travel to other locations.
Contact Christina at 805-459-4923 or by email: grimmpsych@gmail.com    

Jill Stegman is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange for LITERARY FICTION or LITERARY 
HYBRIDS WITH THRILLER, SUSPENSE, MYSTERY.  Preferred skill level is advanced. Preferred 
location for meetings is SLO City, Los Osos, Morro Bay, Cambria or North County.
Contact Jill at 805-466-1956 or by email: jastegman@gmail.com    

Deborah Brasket is seeking a critique group, online peer edit exchange, or 1:1 writing partner for 
ADULT LITERARY FICTION, NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES, AND FOR CHILDREN’S MIDDLE 
GRADE NOVEL.  Preferred experience level is intermediate to advanced.  North County is preferred.
Contact Deborah at 221-5405 or by email: dbrasket51@gmail.com

Alycia Kiley is seeking a critique group for VARIED GENRES but primarily POETRY, NON FICTION 
and ARTICLES; skill level is intermediate.  SLO City location is preferred.  
Contact Alycia at 602-7075 or by email,  alyciakiley@gmail.com  

George Klein is seeking a critique group or 1:1 writing mentor/partner for COMMERCIAL 
FICTION; No particular skill level or meeting location restrictions.  
Contact George at 712-3378 or by email, fangio@charter.net  

Steve Bowder is seeking a critique group that concentrates on true stories embellished to make them 
interesting, but that stay true to the facts that are known.
Contact Steve at: sbowder@live.com

! “You never write a catchphrase, you just write the show and then in the course 
of the show somebody says something and for some reason it gets a laugh.”
! ~(13) Jeremy Lloyd (1930-2014), British actor and writer who created classic 
sitcoms such as Are You Being Served? and ‘Allo ‘Allo!—and a handful of beloved 
catchphrases.

mailto:david.flamm@yahoo.com
mailto:david.flamm@yahoo.com
mailto:grimmpsych@gmail.com
mailto:grimmpsych@gmail.com
mailto:jastegman@gmail.com
mailto:jastegman@gmail.com
mailto:dbrasket51@gmail.com
mailto:dbrasket51@gmail.com
mailto:alyciakiley@gmail.com
mailto:alyciakiley@gmail.com
mailto:fangio@charter.net
mailto:fangio@charter.net
mailto:sbowder@live.com
mailto:sbowder@live.com
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15 Powerful Quotes
! Here (and throughout the newsletter) are quotes by writers who we lost in 2014. Each 
has something unique to say about writing, about living, about being human. What a legacy 
they have left us as we toil on through the coming years.

1. Maya Angelou (1928-2014), American poet (“And I Still Rise”, author of 7 autobiographies 
and essayist—”Have enough courage to trust, love one more time and always one more 
time.”  

2. Gabriel Garcia Marquez (1927-2014), Colombian author of Love in the Time of Cholera and 
One Hundred Years of Solitude and Nobel Prize winner—”It is not true that people stop 
pursuing dreams because they grow old, they grow old because they stop pursuing 
dreams.”

3. Sue Townsend (1946-2014), British comic author and creator of Adrian Mole—”I’ve always 
love books. I’m passionate about them. I think books are sexy. They are smooth and solid 
and contain delightful surprises. They smell good. They fit into a handbag and can be 
carried around and opened at will. They don’t change. They are what they are and nothing 
else.”

4. Harold Ramis (1944-2014), American actor, screenwriter and director of Groundhog Day, 
Ghostbusters and National Lampoon’s Animal House—“My only conclusion about structure is 
that nothing works if you don’t have interesting characters and a good story to tell.”

5. Walter Dean Myers (1937-2014), American author of over 100 children’s and YA books, 
including Fallen Angels and Monster and passionate literacy campaigner—“Once I began to 
read, I began to exist.”

6. Nadine Gordimer (1923-2014), Nobel Prize winning South African author and anti-
apartheid activist—”I have failed at many things, but I have never been afraid.”

7. Mavis Gallant (1922-2014), Montreal-born short story writer who lived in Paris—”Writing 
is like a love affair: the beginning is the best part.”

8. Nancy Garden (1938-2014), American author of YA novels such as Annie on My Mind and 
LGTB activist—”Don’t let ignorance win. Let love.”

9. Ruby Dee (1922-2014), American actor, screenwriter, poet, playwright and activist—”The 
kind of beauty I want most is the hard-to-get kind that comes from within—strength, 
courage, dignity.”

10. Eric Hill (1927-2014), British author and illustrator who created the Spot the Dog books
—”I’m not over-enamored of complicated books, and wonder if it’s more for the author’s 
ego than anything else?”

11. P.D. James (1920-2014), British author of books such as the Adam Dalgliesh series, An 
Unsuitable Job for a Woman and The Children of Men—”All fiction is largely 
autobiographical and much autobiography is, of course, fiction.”
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SLO NW e✑Line Edit Exchange
! Can’t find a critique group? Don’t have time for meetings? Have specific needs 
for feedback on your work? Our Electronic Peer Review Line Edit Exchange is perfect 
for out-of-town members, or those with restricted time schedules. 
! All E-Exchange Partners are SLO NW members.

• Exchange views with other writers 
• No fees charged, no credit expected or required.
• Participants contact each other, set their own rules and time frames.
• Use your own style of editing/commenting.
• If you don’t find value in the feedback, try someone else on the list.  

! To be added, contact Sharyl Heber (sheber@charter.net) with: Your Name, Email, 
Genre (if you desire a specific one), Skill Level (if you require a specific level). She will add 
you to the list. Then you can reach out on a one-to-one basis and find the right writing partner 
for you.
! ! ! ! !

Word of the Month
“mythomane”

Definition: (n. Gk, mythos, myth + mania, 
excessive enthusiasm or craze) one having a 
tendency to exaggerate or lie (adj., having a 
tendency to exaggerate or lie)

Synonyms: exaggerate, lie, embroider, 
mislead, inflate, embellish

Usage: Only a true mythomane could 
exaggerate events to the extent that Andrew 
did. 

Quote 
of the Month

! “Don’t sell your soul to buy 
peanuts for the monkeys.”
! !
! ~(14) Dorothy Salisbury Davis 
(1916-2014) American crime fiction 
author of over 20 books, including the 
Mrs. Norris and Julie Hayes series
!   

mailto:sharylheber@gmail.com
mailto:sharylheber@gmail.com
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! Though Robin LaFevers writes for children and young adults, any writer would 
benefit from her workshops. February 28 from 9:00-4:00 she’ll be exploring the fascinating 
world of voice right here in San Luis Obispo at the San Luis Art Museum, brought here by 
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. 
! Robin’s teen fantasy/historical fiction trilogy His Fair Assassin (Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt) is getting rave reviews for good reason, enough to inspire Publishers Weekly to 
interview her upon the release of the third book, Mortal Heart (check out the interview 
here). Who wouldn’t love the idea of assassin nuns?
! Before bringing us The Sisters of Saint Mortain, Robin offered younger readers 
wonderful romping tales with her Nathaniel Fludd, Beastologist series and her Theodosia 
series. Her work is rich, fascinating, and meticulously researched. Robin analyzes story and 
character in more ways than a devoted assassin nun could quietly take out someone 
unfortunate enough to offend the Saint of Death.
! While promoting Mortal Heart, she squeezed in time to answer some questions.

A Workshop on 
Exploring Your Voice

! Charlie: Many authors find themselves pitting 
their own will with the wills of their characters. You’ve 
created some very strong-willed characters. Do they ever 
give you a hard time, & if so, would you give us an 
example?
! Robin: YES. Constantly! My characters are very 
opinionated and do not like it when I try to order them 
around to suit the story rather than let them lead the way. 
Probably the most notable run in I had was with Sybella, 
when she first showed up in GRAVE MERCY. She was so 
damaged and flawed and such a strong personality that 

Robin LaFevers

she threatened to run away with the book. After a number of fruitless attempts at the 
scene, she and I finally had to have a talk wherein I acknowledged the need to tell her 
story, but she would have to wait her turn. After much eye rolling and hair tossing, she 
finally agreed. Perhaps not surprisingly, Beast was another character who just about ran 
away with the book when he first showed up. He and I had to have a similar talk, but he 
was much more of a gentleman about waiting his turn for his story to be told.

http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-authors/article/64545-q-a-with-robin-lafevers.html
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-authors/article/64545-q-a-with-robin-lafevers.html
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! Charlie: Elucidate a world-building challenge you’ve 
faced & how you resolved it.
! Robin: Probably one of the greatest challenges was 
creating assassins with a strong moral center and 
underpinning. I knew that I wanted to wrestle with issues of 
life and death, with not only lives but entire kingdoms 
hanging in the balance, but how to do that without having 
my characters be a bunch of sociopaths or serial killers? The 
answer was found in the research I did on the middle ages 
and the fact that some noblewomen preferred joining a 
convent because it gave them far more freedom and 
autonomy than their other societal roles. That tidbit coupled 

with Brittany’s folklore surrounding a death figure called the Ankou allowed me to 
create an authentic feeling convent that served Death. 

! Charlie: The SLO writing community is really looking forward to your 
February 28 workshop. What are a couple of ideas or tools you hope we all take home?
! Robin: The longer I am involved in this writing gig, the more I come to realize 
that there are stories only we can tell—but finding those can be hard because they’re 
not the stories we think will sell or that we think others will want to hear. Sometimes, 
our own strongest stories are cut off from our more conscious story-telling self. I hope 
that attendees of this workshop will end up with a stronger connection to those core 
stories that burn deep inside them—the stories that no one else on this earth can tell 
but them—and will find renewed passion for telling those stories as well as a better 
understanding of their most compelling voice and how to use it to best advantage.

! SLO Nightwriters, give yourself a well-deserved kick in your writerly patoot. 
Join us for Robin’s workshop, Rediscovering Your True Voice, and learn from one of the 
best. February 28, 9:00-4:00 at the San Luis Obispo Museum of Art. Cost is $50.00 for 
SCBWI members, $70.00 for non-members. Find details at http://cencal.scbwi.org/. 
Register by contacting Sidonie at doniew@aol.com or Charlie at csperryess@kcbx.net. 

! “I don’t have moments of weakness. I’m Rik Mayall.”
! ! ! ~(15) Rik Mayall (1958-2014), British comedian, actor and 
writer who co-created the sitcoms Bottom and The Young Ones

http://cencal.scbwi.org/
http://cencal.scbwi.org/
mailto:doniew@aol.com
mailto:doniew@aol.com
mailto:csperryess@kcbx.net
mailto:csperryess@kcbx.net
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Review of January Meeting
After a three-month hiatus, we are back to offering two round 

tables from 5:15pm to 6:15pm.
Susan Tuttle led a round table on scenes and scene structure. 

Scenes are capsules in which compelling characters undertake significant 
actions in a vivid and memorable way that allows the events to feel as though 
they are happening in real time – Jordan Rosenfeld, Make a Scene: Crafting a 
Powerful Story One Scene at a Time. After reading Susan’s informative 
handout, I thought of great movie scenes that follow the principles she 
taught: Scout in the courtroom scene of To Kill a Mockingbird; the 
children in the holocaust scene in Sophie’s Choice; and the “my hand is 

between two pillows” scene in Planes, Trains, 
and Automobiles. Great scenes sear into our 
collective unconscious, recalling them can 
unite even strangers on a train, which 
reminds me of another great scene….

Mark Arnold and Terry Sanville 
critiqued three Nightwriters’ writing 
samples: a memoir, a character study, and a 
query letter. The rest of us watched in awe 
and learned. You are not required to bring a 

piece to read to be part of this round table, no need 
to hide in a chair behind us, I may be talking about 
you. Mark and Terry encouraged us to put tension 
in our stories, plot points that compel the reader to 
keep turning pages to find out what will happen 
next. Consider a story about a car and a tow truck: 
One day my car wouldn’t start so I called AAA and 
asked them to give me a jump. Not a lot of tension the 
way I wrote it. What if I added that: My wife is 
having contractions; I have a restraining order against 

that tow truck driver; my trunk is filled with illegal aliens; or I am only wearing a flimsy nightgown? 
Now the reader wants keep reading to find out what is going to happen next to me who, 
thanks to the tension, they are beginning to really, really care about. 

By Jan Alarcon
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The general meeting began at 6:30 
p.m. Our speaker, psychologist Dr. Kelly 
Moreno, wrote the psychological, legal 
thriller Duty to Betray that pits a gifted 
young psychologist against a diabolical but 
brilliant former patient he suspects of faking 
psychosis. Kelly Moreno started writing this 
book 19 years ago, received more than 80 
rejection letters, and burned through three 

literary agents before a small publishing house agreed 
to print it last September. 

Kelly is a professor at Cal Poly, I bet a favorite 
among the students since his style is down to earth and 
approachable.  Kelly encouraged us to find a book 
whose style you love and use it as the starting point for 
your own creation (Kelly’s was Love's Executioner: & 
Other Tales of Psychotherapy by Irvin Yalom); look for 
inspiration while engaging in physical activity such as 

running on the beach (each pound on the sand 
jiggled loose a deeply-blocked thought); ask for 
advice from published authors that can help 
you take your writing to the next level 
(Catherine Ryan Hyde’s Pay it Forward 
challenged Kelly to write part of his novel in 
the second person, and everything changed 
for him after he tried this); and, most heart 

wrenching, once your story is published it is no longer 
your own, you cannot rewrite it, even the parts that you 
wish you could, and you can’t control how people will 
respond or interpret it. 

Last December 13th I listened to fellow 
Nightwriter Odell Lee present about his recently 
published memoir The Formative Years of an African-
American Spy: A Memoir. Odell overcame a chaotic 
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childhood and became a deep-cover CIA spy.  I have always wondered how one writes a 
memoir that might alienate the family you love, or at least bump into yearly at 
Thanksgiving. Odell’s family was eager to have their story revealed, and the truth has 
brought them closer together. Every word Odell wrote had to be vetted through the CIA. He 
lost one third of his book and you won’t find one date in there to anchor his story.

Both Kelly and Odell inspired me to write courageously and to embrace whatever 
challenges and roadblocks may come my way on the journey to completing my work. The 
dark thought, the shame, the malice, meet them at the door laughing and invite them in. Be grateful 
for whatever comes, because each has been sent as a guide from beyond – Jelaluddin Rumi.

Those of us who are born to write can do no less.

Until next month,
Jan Alarcon

Writing Workshop Gets New Name

! The What If? Writing Group has changed its name to The Write It Right Writing 
Group. The name now reflects the workbook series on writing fiction and creative 
nonfiction that was spawned by the workshop. The Write It Right Writing Groups meet 
every Wednesday, the morning group in the SLO-5 Cities area and the afternoon group in 
Los Osos. Anyone interested in visiting either group can contact the moderator, Susan 
Tuttle, at aim2write@yahoo.com. The Write It Right Workbooks are available for sale at 
the NightWriter general meetings and can be ordered through Amazon.com.

Write It Right Writing 
Group morning class, 
meeting at the Heritage 
Inn B&B in SLO

mailto:aim2write@yahoo.com
mailto:aim2write@yahoo.com
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A Writer’s Process

by: Elizabeth Roderick

! The Pope Goes Speed Dating by Tom Snow

The Story:
Summer is a young woman living in Sydney, 

struggling to make ends meet while establishing her career. 
Then her grandfather dies, leaving her a fabulous mansion in 
one of the city’s richest neighborhoods. The only catch? She 
has to employ his stuffy butler…for life! 

She tries to make it work, but begins to suspect that the butler’s prim exterior might 
mask shady secrets. A mysterious locked room, evasive behavior…is she harboring a 
murderer or mobster, and is a life of pampered luxury worth the risk?

Q: How did you come up with the idea for The Pope Goes Speed Dating?  Did the story line 
come to you first, or the characters (or the title, perhaps)?  

A: Storyline first.  I wanted to write a romantic comedy for the feminine side of 
everyone, and tell about my amazing experiences living in Australia for 22 years.

Q: How long did you spend thinking or daydreaming about the story before you began to 
write?

A: Only about three months.  Much of that time was spent making a firm outline, 
then I created and it grew from there.

Q: Did you construct an outline for the story?
A: Yes.

Q: Is there anything that happened in the story that surprised you?  Something you hadn’t 
planned?

A: Definitely.  Since there was a dark secret looming, I needed to insert some red 
herrings and more action.

Q: How long did it take you to write The Pope Goes Speed Dating?  
A: About two years, and then another two years to edit and publish it.

Q: What is your editing process?
A: My wife, Claire, is a great help.  I also find the input from our NW critique 

groups invaluable.
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Q: Did you pitch it to agents before you self-published?
A: Many, but there were only two nibbles.  I couldn’t reel them in, though, 

unfortunately.  I think if you keep plugging away at writing and a piece eventually finds 
an audience, an agent will pick up your other works as well. 

Q: Is there truly the drastic cultural difference between Australia and Great Britain that is 
portrayed in your novel, or do Australians at least truly perceive that they are significantly more 
relaxed than the British?  

A: The British still consider Australians as inferior and boorish larrikins, for the 
most part.  Australians consider the English to be snobs.  They hail from the same roots, 
but not the same class strata.  Much of colonial Australia was settled with English 
prisoners.  Australians certainly know how to let down their 
hair and have a good time.  The expression ‘politically correct’ 
definitely was not invented in Australia.

Q: What is your favorite scene from the book?  Which was your 
favorite character, and why?

A: My favorite scene is when the gloves are rudely posed 
on top of the sushi train in the Japanese restaurant, where the 
two main characters begin to respect each other, celebrate their 
differences and break down their barriers.

Q: What’s your favorite part about writing?  What is your 
least favorite part?

A: I remain in my learning stage, so each book I write is hopefully better than the ones 
that came before.  This keeps me motivated to get up every night at 2am to write.  Marketing 
of my books continues to pose problems, especially given this cyber global media world 
we’ve become.  I think we local authors can work smarter together with a bit of organization 
and planning.

Q: Did you do any research for this novel?
A: Not much for this book, beyond my life experiences, but a great deal for my next 

book, Mammon’s Bidding.  I once did a course on writing comedy which culminated in a 
fifteen minute stand-up gig live on stage at a Sydney nightclub.  Other than, that I’ve done 
extensive research on writing techniques, POV, developing descriptions, story arc, etc.

Q: Some men I’ve talked to are squeamish about writing female main characters because they 
feel like they’ll get it “wrong”, but you did an admirable job. Do you have any advice for them?
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A: I am Susan Vasquez, though I sometimes write as Marsha—no last name—when I 
entertain a false sense of privacy on my blog. 

Q: Who is your greatest inspiration? 
A: My dog, Sadie. She is mild-tempered when she wants to be, playful when it suits 

her purposes, well-mannered when she is hungry, affectionate when she wants a napping 
companion. She knows exactly who she is, and knows how to get the world to behave.

Q: Do you have a blog? 
A: I started a blog several years ago when I was a Peace Corps Volunteer in Ukraine. 

We were supposed to get permission whenever we posted online in our own names, so I 
invented Marsha, who could say whatever she wanted whenever the spirit moved without 
anybody’s say-so. Marsha continues to observe life occasionally at marshasbungalow.com.

Spotlight On...
Susan Vasquez

!
! Q: Who are you?     by: Mike Price

A: I tried to write about how I imagined I’d feel if I were swimming in estrogen.  
The only real adjustment I felt I needed to make was to tone down the sex drive a bit and 
dial up the romantic nesting instinct.  It’s not like the old days, when women had to sit 
politely in the background while the men controlled the conversation.

Q: What advice do you have for those struggling to finish a novel? How do you make a 
“habit” of writing, or otherwise motivate or inspire yourself to do so?

A: My key words of advice would include:
• Make a solid outline before you put pen to paper.  It will keep you 
organized and motivated, and keep your storyline advancing.
• Create likeable protagonists and loathsome antagonists. 
• Try to ensure (a) your readers feel a variety of powerful emotions and (b) 
they learn something new.

Thank you, Mr. Snow, and good luck finishing your next book quickly!
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Q: What is your favorite book, movie, or play?
A: The Lord of the Rings Trilogy. That reminds me – it’s about time to read it again. 

Q: What genre do you like to write?
A: I have two published mystery novels, If the Boots Fit and Can’t Judge a Boot. I like 

getting to know fictional characters and figuring out what they would do in imaginary 
circumstances.

Q: Tell us about your favorite story/article/essay that you have written.
A: While I like writing fiction, my blog is an enjoyable ramble through my own life. 

It’s an online edition of a personal scrapbook that I like to revisit. Most of it is almost true.

Q: Tell us about your latest project.
A: For the last two years, I have been an editor for Brave New Genre, an up-and-

coming small publishing house. The last book I edited Travels with Charlie was written by Sol 
Smith, a very talented young author, and reached the Amazon Best-Sellers list.

Q: Do you have a day job?
A: Yes. I am Sadie’s walker.

Q: How does your family support you in your writing? 
They seem to like it very much when I spend prodigious amounts of time in my little 

writing shed.

Q: How does NightWriters help you? 
A: It’s wonderful to see so many others enjoying the writing process.

Q: How do you handle rejection letters?  
A: It’s the nice part of having a terrific publisher—no more rejection letters.

Q: Tell us something surprising about yourself.
A: In the late 1970’s, I spent time in a Colombian prison.

Q: Besides writing, what are your other hobbies? 
A: Sipping tea, walking in my garden, watching the hillside behind my house.

Thank you, Susan, it’s been fun getting to know you. Until next time,
Mike
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It can be developed on so many levels.  I’m making a personal study on the topic.  
Below are some examples I’ve compiled.  I love to collect them so do send me yours!  
sheber@charter.net 

Plot Structure (sometimes deliciously linked to, or played out in, poetic justice):
*A classic example— O. Henry’s The Gift of the Magi, (spoiler alert) she sells her hair 

to buy him a watch chain, he sells his watch to buy her hair clips. 
*A confederate-flag-waving white supremacist is trapped in his burning house and 

the one willing to risk his life to save him is, of course and perfectly, a black 
man.

*A wealthy, big shot, college fraternity (un-convicted) serial rapist finds his future 
doomed by his victims who post his picture throughout the rest of his life with 
the caption, “This Man is a Rapist.” (A short story I’ve yet to write.)

*The children of elitist ‘protected’ war-mongering politicians, mercenaries and 
arms dealers are kidnapped, brutally boot-camped and dumped onto the front 
lines of a raging war. (A short story I’ve yet to write.)

*A search party to another planet to save earth’s population returns with a galactic 
pandemic microbe.

Sentence Configuration:
*Every once in a while my aunt can dig deep into that shallow character of hers 

and pull out some resolve.
*His surface appearance with that Hitler mustache, spoke volumes about his inner 

core.

The Musings of Sharyl Heber on the Gift of Literary Irony  

I’m a big fan of irony in the written word.  My MasterWriter 
software defines it in this way:

*Incongruity between what might be expected and what 
actually occurs;

*The use of words to express something different from and 
often opposite to their literal meaning;

*A literary style employing such contrasts for humorous or 
rhetorical effect.

In my own writing, I’m trying to train myself to drill down 
and ask at every turn, And the irony of that is?  

And the Irony of That Is...

Sharyl Heber

mailto:sheber@charter.net
mailto:sheber@charter.net
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*The more I learn about writing the more I know I do not know.
*“There’s so much humanity in a love of trees.” - Muriel Barbery
*“When tea becomes ritual, it takes its place at the heart of our ability to see 

greatness in small things.” - Muriel Barbery
*His haute couture had just sunk to a new low.

Dialogue: (can be a nice way to inject some humor)
*“He was a caustic old bastard and I loved him dearly.”
*“Of course it’s till death do us part, darling. Don’t push your luck.”
*“If you take that last cupcake I’ll cut your liver out with my Martha-Stuart-

scallop-edged craft scissors.” 
*“Smart, prolific and talented, capable of so many things; why not anaphylaxis?” 
*“Yes, we’re poor as church mice, Marjory. Let’s go buy that yacht.” 
*“You never tell me anything. How am I supposed to know what you’re thinking? 

Why do I have to be the one to always bring it up…” (e.g., If she’d shut up he 
could talk!)

The Environment:
*A homeless camp fosters a warm and tightknit family of souls;
*A drug-infested slum harbors a school that produces poor but gifted prodigies; 
*A bucolic country village is polluted with toxic chemicals;
*The earth-saving water supply requires a journey across a killer desert; 
*A deadly forest holds the secret to eternal life;
*The compound of a spiritual retreat is booby-trapped to prevent escape;
*Per the movie…  the town of Pleasantville lives only in black and white.

Character Names:
*A Chihuahua named Moose or… a bruiser named Tiny;
*An evil cult leader named Faith;
*Her name was Curtsy, but she was crippled, so she couldn’t;
*A ne’er-do-well bum named Lord Standish;
*A hateful bitch named Lovey.

Personality Twists: (which might also serve as plot material)
*Pious/religious but mean as a snake;
*Uber wealthy and not a friend in the world;
*Animal rescuer by day, serial killer by night;
*Exercise/healthy diet guru, secretly binges and purges; 
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*Nursery school teacher runs a drug smuggling ring;
*Family-values politician caught in a sex slave scandal;
*Keeps a meticulous daily calendar but logs nothing of consequence;
*Profoundly annoying but clueless about their impact on others;
*Chronic complainer leads a life rich with blessings, or destitute and complains of 

nothing;
*Freely dishes out criticism but cannot receive it;
*Frets over minutia and ignores the big problems;
*In therapy for relationship issues while sleeping with her therapist;
*A brilliant mind disintegrates into dementia or madness.

Socratic Irony:  From— http://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/Socratic%20irony
A technique where the questioner admits (falsely) to not knowing something as a way 

of tricking the other person into revealing his own lack of knowledge or a flaw in his logic, 
thus the irony.

*TV detective Colombo was a master at this.

Dramatic Irony:  From— http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/170979/
dramatic-irony

A plot device in which the reader’s knowledge surpasses that of the character’s. The 
words and actions of the character therefore take on a different meaning for the reader than 
they have for the character. This may happen when a character reacts in an inappropriate or 
foolish way or when they lack self-awareness and thus act under false assumptions.

*In the Oedipus cycle, the audience knows that Oedipus’s acts are tragic mistakes 
long before he recognizes his own errors;

*William Shakespeare’s Othello’s trust in the treacherous Iago;
*In Anton Chekov’s story Lady with the Dog, an accomplished Don Juan engages in a 

routine flirtation only to find himself seduced into a passionate lifelong 
commitment to a woman who is no different from all the other number of 
women with whom he has flirted.

The opportunities to employ irony seem endless and entertaining when crafted with 
subtlety or in the extremes.  For every name, situation, and character flaw there may be a 
compelling surprising opposite to enrich a story.  

I have many opinions on writing.  And, the irony of that is…  I’m not exactly prolific 
and have hardly published a thing.  

http://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/Socratic%20irony
http://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/Socratic%20irony
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/170979/dramatic-irony
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/170979/dramatic-irony
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/170979/dramatic-irony
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/170979/dramatic-irony
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GREAT BEGINNINGS
...Information for Beginning Writers (and everyone else too)

Judging A Book By Its Cover
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! from Smith Publicity
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! www.smithpublicity.com
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! Even when you self-publish, a book’s cover, back cover, title, sub-title, author photo, etc., 
need to be professionally designed. Here is a checklist to help you understand what the media
—and book buyers—look for in the appearance of a book:
1. Professional Design: Hire a professional to design your cover, not the daughter of a friend 

who took a high school graphics course. Cover designers understand trends in imagery, color 
and typography and have expertise in print production and ebook presentation. Covers also 
have to work at thumbnail size, which is the size that most readers see online these days. 
Also, note that most cover designers do not write or edit copy. This is an entirely different 
skill set. If a book cover is of inferior quality, the media will likely ignore it even if it’s 
beautifully written.

2. Book Title:  Selecting a title is a combination of creativity and market research, which is why 
9 times out of 10 a publisher will change the author’s chosen title. Though fiction has a bit 
more leeway than nonfiction, the tone and genre of the book should be evident from the title. 
Can you tell if the book is serious, humorous, playful, self-help, chick lit, children’s or a 
murder mystery? Check out the key terms readers on Amazon are using to locate books in 
the same genre/subject. A well researched and creative title leads to readers buying the book. 
Remember, you’ve only a few seconds to capture a reader’s interest.

3. Sub-title: Not having a subtitle for a nonfiction book is a huge mistake. The sub-title helps 
readers understand who the book is for, what they will learn, and why it’s important. With a 
title like Quiet, the sub-title tells it all: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop 
Talking. Sub-titles help readers quickly know what the book is about and why they need it.

4. Back Cover Info: Back covers need a solid book summary, author bio, professional photo 
and “blurbs.” (This info is put at the end the file for an ebook.) Hire a professional to write 
the summary (the aim is to entice without giving too much of the plot away), and get a 
professional head shot done. Readers will check out the cover first, then read the back cover 
copy before they open the book to see if they like the writing.

5. Book Spine: The book spine is equally important, as on shelves it is what the reader sees 
first. The bottom of the letters should point left, or if wide enough, across the spine. Books 
shelved with no title on the spine, or a title that’s hard to read, are lost forever.

! Before embarking on your cover, visit a bookstore to see where it would be shelved and 
check out the competition. Then hire someone to make yours truly stand out.
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Have You Checked Out Our Website Lately? Control Your Own Information!
Post your bio, picture, book covers and ordering links! Contribute a writing blog post! Free publicity!

MEMBER SITE LINKS! 
List your website(s) and blog(s) with live links — makes it easier for the public to find you and helps build your platform!

BOOK REVIEWS!
Get your book reviewed. Write a review—it’s a valid publishing credit!

WRITERS SERVICES!
Do you have a writing or professional skill? Get listed on our new Services Page.

FACEBOOK! 
Become a “Fan” of NightWriters! Visit NW’s Facebook page and sign up today! Also, link your Facebook page and your 
websites and blogs to NW sites!

LinkedIn!
New! Connect with NW on LinkedIn! Help build your author platform with writing professional connections.

    Email all correspondence to: slonightwriters@yahoo.com 
or snail mail to: SLO NightWriters PO Box 6241 Los Osos, 
CA 93412-6241. We must have your current email address in 
order to send the Newsletter and other important NW 
announcements.
      Newsletter Submissions: Send by the 15th of the 
current month for next month’s publication. Send in kudos, 
writing articles, quotes, facts and tidbits, etc. Mark email 
“for newsletter” and send to: slonightwriters@yahoo.com 

President: Dennis Eamon Young 
Vice-President:  Andrea Chmelik
Secretary: Sharyl Heber
Treasurer: Susan Tuttle 
Acting Program Director: Janice Konstantinidis
Contest Committee Chair: Tia Araminta
Publicity Director: Randy Ross
Membership Director: Hanje Richards
Critique Group Coordinator: *Position Open
Member-At-Large: Andrea Chmelik
Writers’ Workshops Coordinator: *Position Open
Tolosa Press Submission Manager: Andrea 
! Chmelik (*Looking for new Manager)
Welcome Committee: Hanje Richards
Sunshine Chair: Kalila Volkov 
Website Master: Janice Konstantinidis
Web Assistant: Lila Bhuta
Newsletter: Susan Tuttle, Elizabeth Roderick
Art Director: Dennis Eamon Young 
Assistant Secretary: Janice Konstantinidis
Board Assistants: Sharyl Heber, Rebecca Waddell
NW Historian: Sharyl Heber

We Need Your Help!
     The success of non-profit organizations like 
NightWriters depends on its members. We all 
have talents other than writing that any 
organization could make use of.
     NightWriters has many special opportunities 
for members to get involved, working “behind 
the scenes.” If you’d like to assist in any capacity, 
email: slonightwriters@yahoo.com

      Notify NW of any change in address or email: 
slonightwriters@yahoo.com.  Join NW and send dues or 
renewal checks (payable to SLO NightWriters) to: SLO 
NightWriters, PO Box 6241, Los Osos, CA 93412-6241. Or 
join/renew online through our website: 
www.slonightwriters.org  and pay with credit card.

About Our Monthly Meetings
     NightWriters’ Evening Meetings: the second Tuesday of 
every month, year round. We encourage interested visitors 
to join us at 6:30 pm. Admission free; refreshments served.
    Next Meeting: February 10th, at United Church of 
Christ Meeting Hall, 11245 Los Osos Valley Road, San Luis 
Obispo. General meeting begins at 6:30 pm. Round Table 
presentations start at 5:15 pm.
     Writers’ Critique Groups: For paid members only. These 
groups read and critique each other’s work and discuss 
the business of writing. Visitors welcome; phone ahead to 
make arrangements. See details below, or visit our website: 
www.slonightwriters.org

http://www.slonightwriters.org
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
http://www.slonightwriters.org
http://www.slonightwriters.org


      NW Critique Groups are a wonderful benefit of NW Membership. Some groups are full, but many 
welcome visitors. Always contact the group leader listed for specific information regarding group 
availability and visiting options. SLO NW cannot guarantee critique group formation or availability but 
we do strive to facilitate connections between writers so they can initiate and develop their own writing 
affiliations. While we cannot be, and are not, responsible for any outcomes from these associations, we 
hope they lead to great creative magic and magnificent literary works! Contact our webmaster and the 
newsletter editor at slonightwriter@yahoo.com to list your critique group and critique needs in the NW 
Newsletter and on the NW Web site. 
      Can’t find an existing group? START ONE. It’s easy!  If you’re new at this, don’t be intimidated.  It’s 
fun and there are no lofty requisites. All it takes is two or more folks committed to reading/hearing the 
work of others and providing honest, constructive feedback. Critique groups are not teaching sessions. 
They are writers learning from reading and critiquing each others’ works. Effective formats may include 
exchanging the review/editing service by mail or electronically, or meeting face-to-face and reading aloud 
to each other, or any combination that works for the group. One of our groups takes a lesson/learning 
approach and does practice writing exercises every meeting. Some groups focus on a particular genre; 
others accept all kinds of writing. Each group is different depending on their needs and interests. Group 
members set their own times, dates, meeting locations, and parameters. We have Critique Group 
Guidelines on our website to help get you started and we can provide a mentor to attend a few sessions if 
needed.  www.slonightwriter.org. Contact slonightwriter@yahoo.com  with your critique needs and 
genres and we’ll do her best to assist you. 

POETRY CRITIQUE GROUP FORMING
Poetry Critique Group Emerging! Any poet 
can join. Any poet can benefit from input of a 
group, regardless of experience. Call and 
together we can set time and place to meet. 
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Contact: ! Irene Chadwick, 481-3824  
! ! irenekooi@gmail.com 

‘JUST US’ CHILDREN’S BOOK 
CRITIQUE
Meets in the South County. Critiqued at a fast 
pace, in a process where members critique each 
other’s writing electronically, followed by a face-
to-face meeting twice a month. Meetings are 
held 1st and 3rd Saturdays at 10
am. Contact moderator for details and 
directions.
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderator:! ! Lili Sinclaire, 904-9697   
! ! ! liliasinclaire@gmail.com 

CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

PISMO SATURDAY GROUP
New group starts Saturday May 10.  All levels 
and genres, short stories, poetry, novels and 
memoirs. Work is exchanged one week prior to 
group meetings. 1500 word limit on 
submissions. Meets the 2nd and 4th Saturdays 
from 9:00-11:00 am. Contact moderator for 
location.
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderator! ! ! Tom Snow
! ! ! ! coinerbop@gmail.com

HI HOPES 
This group was invented to fill a need for a Los 
Osos/San Luis Obispo group that incorporates 
writers who generate stories, essays, novels, 
poetry—you get the picture—writers of any 
description. Whether or not you wish to 
publish, we’ll help you with ideas to improve 
your writing. Led by Sharon Sutliff, we meet on 
the 2nd and 4th Mondays at 9 AM and usually 
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CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

wrap up in time for lunch. We meet in various 
locations. Call one of the moderators to arrange a 
visit, or get more information. CURRENTLY 
OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderators:! ! Sharon Sutliff, 544-4034
! ! ! ! Audrey Yanes, 748-8600

WRITE IT RIGHT WRITING GROUP III 
(Monday Evening Group)

This group is on hiatus at this time. If you are 
interested in an evening class, contact the 
moderator.
Moderator:! ! Susan Tuttle: 458-5234
! ! ! aim2write@yahoo.com

WRITE IT RIGHT WRITING GROUP II 
(Wed. pm Group)

For all writers of fiction and creative non-fiction. 
Meets every Wednesday in Los Osos from 3:00 
pm to 5:00 pm. Not a traditional NightWriter 
critique group. Work is produced in each session, 
then analyzed according to the objective of the 
day’s goal. Based on writing exercises designed 
to jump-start the creative process (gleaned from 
a variety of published authors), these sessions 
take writers through the process of writing 
fiction from inception of idea to the final 
resolution. This group is for all writers who want 
to learn the process of crafting a well-told story 
while developing their own voice and style. We 
explore such topics as ideas, character, story arc, 
tone, voice, POV, tension, dialogue, resolution, 
writing mechanics, etc.  There is a small monthly 
fee involved for this class to cover materials. 
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS

Contacts:! Susan Tuttle, 458-5234
! ! aim2write@yahoo.com

NEW GROUPS FORMING!

ADULT NOVELS
Lili Sinclaire is considering FORMING A NEW 
GROUP for ADULT NOVELS in a process 
where members critique each other’s writing 
electronically, followed by a face- to-face 
meeting.  
Contact:   Lili Sinclaire, 904-9697
   liliasinclaire@gmail.com
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CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

PISMO WEDNESDAY GROUP
New group began Meeting on May 1. All levels 
and genres: short stories, novels, poetry, 
memoir. Work is exchanged one week prior to 
each meeting; 1,500 word limit on submissions. 
Meets the 1st and 3rd Wednesday from 
9:00-11:00 am in Pismo Beach. 
CURRENTLY FULL—NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS. Visitors welcome. Contact 
moderator for location.
Moderator! ! Tom Snow
! ! ! coinerbop@gmail.com
LO PROSE

Meets in Los Osos on the first and third 
Wednesdays at 7pm till usually 10pm. Charlie 
Perryess and Lorie Brallier share hosting 
responsibilities, running a tight ship so that 
everyone can read. No cross talk permitted. At 
the beginning and at our break we socialize. 
We’re all serious but fun-loving. Presently the 
writing covers several genres: YA novels; short 
stories; short stories woven into a novel; 
fantasy; humorous mystery novel; political 
satire novel; and personal essays. We write just 
about everything except poetry.   CURRENTLY 
FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS but 
guests are welcome.  It may happen that space 
could be made for a compatible writer. 
Moderators:!        Charlie Perryess, 528-4090 
! ! ! Lorie Brallier, 528-8845

LONG STORY SHORT
Flash Fiction/Nonfiction only meets the 2nd & 
4th Fridays every month, from 10 am to 12 
noon in Arroyo Grande.  Bring paper and 
pencil, or your laptop if you are so inclined—
flash pieces, 1000 word strict maximum.

CURRENTLY FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS – call or email Diane to be placed on 
a waiting list.
Moderator:! Diane Smith 858-414-0070   
! ! mdcomposes@yahoo.com
 
NOVEL IDEA

Meets twice monthly on the 2nd and 4th 
Wednesdays in San Luis Obispo, dealing with 
book-length works. The group is fully committed 
to helping one another craft material in the 
chosen genres with helpful critiques and 
encouragement. Marketing techniques are part of 
the on-going exchange. We are currently full but 
welcome one-time guests to observe how our 
group functions in the hope of encouraging 
establishment of new groups. CURRENTLY 
FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS

Moderator:!! Barbara Wolcott, 543-5240       
                                        

FICTION/NONFICTION
Meets on 1st and 3rd Mondays from 9:00 am to 
noon in San Luis. Members bring original work 
to each session and read aloud to the group. The 
group provides constructive suggestions for 
improving the writing and the structure of the 
stories. Prose forms of literature–short stories, 
novels, memoirs, essays, newspaper and 
magazine articles, travel–are this group’s forte. It 
welcomes writers who are serious about 
producing work for publication. Those interested 
in attending or who need more information 
should telephone.   CURRENTLY FULL — NOT 
OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS 
Moderators:! Terry Sanville, 541-0492 
                    !! Gloria Pautz,   543-2049
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SOUTH COUNTY WRITERS
Meets on the second and fourth Saturdays from 
9:30 AM to noon in Grover Beach. This group 
thrives on variety, writing short stories, articles, 
poetry and novels, all genres from fiction to 
biography and memoirs. Members exchange 
work by email at least one week before the 
meeting in order to receive in-depth critiques 
aimed at eliminating weaknesses and increasing 
strengths in everything from plot and character 
development to grammar and proper 
manuscript preparation. Intermediate to to 
advanced writers are welcome.  We meet in a 
casual and fun atmosphere and are serious 
about fully developing each member’s writing 
talent, whether for publication or self-
satisfaction. Visitors are always welcome.
CURRENTLY FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS 

Moderator:! ! Judy Guarnera, 474-9598 
                           ! j.guarnera@sbcglobal.net

WRITE IT RIGHT WRITING GROUP I 
(a.m. Group)

Meets every Wednesday morning in 5 Cities 
area from 10:30 am to 12:30 pm. Not a 
traditional NightWriter critique group. Work is 
produced in each session, then analyzed 
according to the objective of the day’s goal. 
Based on writing exercises designed to jump-
start the creative process (gleaned from a variety 
of published authors), these sessions take 
writers through the process of writing fiction 
from inception of idea to the final resolution. 
This group is for all fiction/non-fiction writers 
who want to learn the process of crafting a well-

CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

Full Critique Groups: Call To Visit
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told story while developing their own voice 
and style. We explore such topics as ideas, 
character, story arc, tone, voice, POV, tension, 
dialogue, resolution, writing mechanics, etc. 
There is a small fee involved for this class to 
cover materials.
CURRENTLY FULL—NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS. Visitors welcome

Moderator:! ! Susan Tuttle: 458-5234
! ! ! aim2write@yahoo.com

NORTH COUNTY GROUP
Meets every other Thursday from 10:00 
am-12:00 noon at the Atascadero Library, 
preceded by “a bit of socializing, for those so 
inclined” at the Starbucks by Vons. Fiction, 
creative non-fiction, short and book length 
writers of moderate to advanced level comprise 
the group. CURRENTLY FULL —NOT OPEN 
TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderator:! ! Lillian Brown, 215-6107
! ! ! lilliofslo@aol.com 
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